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The great difficulty in naming a tumour endotheli-
oma is to demonstrate its origin from endothelium,
and it is practically impossible, as Du Bray and
Rosson point out, to eliminate the supposition
that they are carcinomata originating from the lung
tpithelium, either alveolar or bronchial, as the
eumours are never seen when confined purely to
pleura and without having extended to some degree
into the lung substance. Writers on histology 2
classify endothelium generally as pavement epithelium
of mesoblastic origin, and there does not seem to be
any satisfactory method of distinguishing this meso-
blastic epithelium from the true epi- or hypoblastic
type. Miller and Wynn 3 describe a case of
endothelioma of the peritoneum in which, using
Van Gieson stain, they demonstrate an apparent
connexion between the processes of the epithelial-like
cells and the fibrils of the stroma, and suggest that
this points to a connective tissue origin. Adler 4

thinks they originate from the lining endothelium of
the pleura, while Schultz and Eppinger believe that
these tumours usually originate in the endothelium
of the lymphatic vessels. Bloch collected 63 cases,
which he divided into two groups, the larger (47 cases)
being endotheliomata, which he considers had origin
in the endothelial lining of the pleura, and the smaller
(16 cases) being spindle-celled sarcomata from the
subjacent connective tissue. Adami 6 calls these
tumours mesotheliomata, grouping them with
epitheliomata as lining membrane growths, in this
case of mesoblastic origin.

In the case described above the uniform growth-
almost entirely confined to the pleura, with only slight
and superficial involvement of the lung, and the
general histological appearance-seem to indicate the
endothelial lining cells of the pleura as the primary
source, and so, adopting Adami’s nomenclature, it
would be called a mesothelioma. The general
characteristics in this case correspond with most of
those recorded, but it seems to be at a rather earlier
stage. The age of incidence (Patterson’) is said
to be usually between 40 and 60 ; the tumours are
slightly more common in males than females, and are
more often right-sided. They are frequently asso-

ciated with profuse blood-stained exudate, although
many cases are described in which the pleural cavity
is completely obliterated with growth. Extension is
usually by direct infiltration rather than by the blood
stream.
We are much indebted to Dr. MacAlister for

his help and for permission to publish this case, and
to Mr. R. Gick for the drawing (Fig. 1) reproduced
here.
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A CASE OF
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MY reasons for publishing a single case in which
the complete disappearance of a detachment of the
retina has followed a definite line of treatment are,
on the one hand, that it is a condition in which almost
entire loss of useful sight eventuates in all but a few
cases, and, on the other hand, the great variety of
forms of treatment advocated, is sufficient testimony
to the unsatisfactory nature of the results obtained.
My own experience of any form of operative treatment
which has for its object the evacuation of the sub-
retinal fluid has been uniformly discouraging ; and

many cases are made worse by the procedure. I
believe it is the general experience of ophthalmic
surgeons, that when a patient has been confined to
bed for a month-a course which is generally insisted
on as auxiliary to any form of treatment-he usually
says his sight is improved, although no alteration in
the objective signs is detected, the detachment being
as large as before.

There is one form of detachment from which
recovery is almost invariable, and another which
I believe to be so entirely hopeless that an attempt
at treatment is not worth while. The former is that
occurring as a complication of renal retinitis. In this
condition, if extensive retinal changes are present, and
especially in pregnancy cases, it is not rare to find
retinal detachment occurring, from the transudation of
fluid from the retinal tissues into the subretinal space.
I found 13 such cases in two years in the medical
wards of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital.! If the
patient survives, these detachments usually dis-
appear quite quickly, and in any case no local
treatment is called for. The second group consists
of those cases in which it is known from ophthalmo-
scopic examination that a rent is present in the retina,
so that the vitreous is free to invade the subretinal
space ; I believe such cases hold out no prospect of
cure.

Other cases of what one may speak of loosely as
primary retinal detachment come ’within the scope
of our treatment, but good so seldom results that the
prospect often seems hardly to justify the recommen-
dation of a course of treatment which is somewhat
tedious and prolonged.
For the last two years I have nevertheless admitted

all such patients who were willing, and have treated
them on the following lines. They have been con-
fined to bed, and injections of 5 per cent. sodium
chloride and 5 per cent. sodium citrate solutions,
with the addition in each case of 4 per cent. novocain,
have been injected, by means of a hypodermic syringe,
in amounts of about 15 minims, under Tenon’s
capsule over the site of the detachment. The
injections cause some local reaction, so that it is not
found practicable to repeat them more often than
about every third day-i.e., the sodium chloride is
injected one day, and three days later sodium
citrate ; three days later again sodium chloride,
and so on for nine or ten injections.

E. J., aged 44, attended at Moorfields on March 30th,
1921, because the sight of the left eye had failed for two
months ; he had always been short-sighted. He had a
large transparent retinal detachment, and I admitted him
for treatment. The following details are abstracted from
the notes of Mr. E. F. Wilson, house surgeon at the hospital,
by whom the treatment was carried out. " In the left eye
is a large myopic complete crescent, and a large transparent
retinal detachment down and out." The patient was

admitted on April lst, and a month’s treatment on the
above lines was carried out; on examination, when he was
about again, the detachment had completely disappeared.
Mr. Wilson’s note of May 10th says : " Left eye quiet,
pupil dilated; no detachment can be seen ; field shows
reduction of scotomatous area ; few pigmentary changes
down and out; V.B.-6-=6/9; V.L.-7 6/12."

Five of my colleagues were good enough to examine
the man for me with the express intent of finding if
possible any evidence of retinal detachment, and all
were agreed that none was present. I do not claim
any great originality for the line of treatment adopted,
nor do I fail to appreciate that the condition may
recur, but for myself I am encouraged to continue on
this definite line of treatment, at a time when I had
almost despaired of ever effecting any real good, and
it is satisfactory to find justification for holding out
some prospect of help for a condition looked upon
as almost hopeless. 

_______

1 Moorfieids Eye Hospital Reports, vol. xx., Pt 2.

LlEBIG’S EXTRACT OF MEAT COMPANY, LTD.-
The Board has resolved to recommend an increase in the
Company’s capital of an additional 180,000 new ordinary
shares of 25 each, thus increasing the ordinary capital to
300,000 shares of .85 each.


